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Increasing complexity in both design and development of products has led to
collaborative business strategies that rely on groups to provide innovative solutions to
problems that are too complex for an individual to successfully address within the same
timeframe. One tool frequently used in group problem-solving and idea generation is
brainstorming, which due to the globalization of the workforce, has evolved to enable
electronic brainstorming when teams are not collocated. Electronic brainstorming programs
usually list all ideas or a random assortment thereof, allow for anonymity, and allow
participants to work in parallel. These additions to classic brainstorming aid in correcting
several weaknesses, such as social repercussions for creativity, production blockage, and
slacking. However, one noted drawback of electronic brainstorming is the continuously
growing list of ideas without much organization. This can quickly become overwhelming and
redundant. How to represent such accumulated ideas and present them to the human user
remains an unresolved research question.
To improve the quality of the electronic brainstorming experience and assist groups in
efficient use of problem solving time, we developed an electronic group brainstorming
program based on a Human Based Genetic Algorithm (HBGA) and idea network (a genealogy
of ideas generated in the brainstorming). We explore the effects of different algorithmic
parameters, particularly selection strategies, on the standard measures of brainstorming. The
standard measures are quantity, quality, and creativity of ideas generated. The selection
strategies examined are two-step human-computer hybrid selection processes. They address
such issues as randomly selected ideas (called “random”) and the selection of ideas far apart on
an idea network (called “rank-based”).
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Our brainstorming program was evaluated through experiments where 120 students in
groups of four participated in several electronic brainstorming tasks. Each experiment involved
a three electronic brainstorming task session and an online Big 5 personality survey. First,
participants independently worked on Guilford’s Alternative Uses Task to assess their
individual creativity. Then they did two brainstorming sessions as groups of four. The first task
was to generate marketing catch phrases for a laptop, while the second was to generate
marketing catchphrases for a new pizza restaurant. In each of the two sessions, either “random”
or “rank-based” selection mechanism was used for idea suggestion, which was hidden from the
subjects. The overall experimental design was 2 x 2 x 2 (laptop vs. pizza; random vs. rankbased; and first session vs. second session). Figures 1 and 2 show sample idea networks that
were generated from the brainstorming processes. It was seen in these figures that the “rankbased” selection mechanism prevented brainstorming from converging on a few “hub” ideas.
Details of the framework, data gathering process, and preliminary results will be discussed in
the presentation.

A slice or more and you'll be full!

Being hungry aint so bad when *insert company name* is the new fad

Pizza fun under the sun with a tummy full of yummmm
You deserve the best, come grab a slice

Eat me and be happy and full

Italy's finest for her highness

Live, eat, be happy

Eat, be happy, be satisfied

More Ingredients, more value for Less price!

A big taste of Italy- In such little time!
Come hungry, leave happy

Live life, eat pizza, be happy

The best

explosion of yummyness

Come in we'll fill you up with yummyness and make you happy

Better than the best, our pizza is new, fun and fresh!

Share the best moments in life with the best pizza!
Family place, family fun, PIZZA!

better than the best

Filled with all fresh ingredients, and all of your happiness~
Still cold? Come get a HOT pizza and feel the SUMMER!

Health, hip, fresh and always yummy
Healthy Pizza, Healthy You

New, fun and fresh

Best pizza for the best people

Happy people, filled tummys
Time to relax? why not have one of pizzas?

Best pizza that you'll want to buy

The only slice that gets rid of lic

hy pizza, happy you!

Pizza Everyday, UP Everyday
Pizza time is a happy time!

Pizza: it's america's best food that'll put you in the best of moods

Pizza pie that you'll surely want to buy
"come to the pizza place where we want to see your happy face"
Pizza with a lot of cheese that'll make you wanna freeze

Figure. 1: One idea network generated from the interplay of humans and a network-informed
computer selection using a prompt requesting marketing catch phrases for a pizza restaurant.
Node size connected with node degree and the color shows the direction of influence. This
network was obtained with the “rank-based” selection mechanism.
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yum yum pizza town

whats that smell? just the best pizza...ever

This pizza taste better than cocaine

Pizza World, the best ever

azzip is pizza backwards
eat the pizza, don't drink the kool aid

Just give me the #&@* pizza!

Respect your tongue

EAT ME

melting pizza
pizza is our drug

People with YOU in mind

you want some?
dine in, dine out, do what you pleas

Sophisticated Pizza - beyond reality

Do you smell what were cookin?...it's another fresh pie!

the best pizza for the best people

Make your own - just the way you like it

you want some of this...trust me

Come here and you won't regret

Mama Mia Pizzeria!
Best Pizza in the world
Super duper pizza

Wow - Thats some Pizza
Im hungry - you?

Not worth trying the others

Anything you want - in a box

made the way you like it

Good Pizza...Restrooms Available

we take pride in our pizza

NYC BEST PIZZA

Pizza is our expertise

Pizza Cuisine at its finest

Plethora of Pizza inside

NY Style Pizza Here

Pizza you should eat with utencils

Have your soccer team try our pizza

We blow the competitor's...out of the kitchen!

No Reservations..Come right in for some pizza!

Mr. Pizza, delicious......

The taste will surprise you

Melting pizza, ready to serve
Any topping just .20 cents

Good Pizza...Cheap Price

Pizza Pizza

I love PIZZA

better ingredients, better pizza. papa jo

50% discount for everybody except you

Buy Buy Buy pizza

Boss pizza

Old style pizza...the way your mother made it!
Pie in the sky
Mr.Pizza Rock n Roll
Pizza Boy, coming to your house

Mario and Luigi's favorate

cheap and delicious pizza

Two for only $250.00!

taste of Rome

A little taste of Italy

Not even the mob could "beat" our prices

You're gonna love my pizza

Pizza to wind down at night

Taste of China
High quality...Family Owned and OperatedGood

Prices...Delivery Available
Pizza - Not just a meal - its an art form.

the best in the business

We're open!

Figure. 2: Another idea network generated for the same task as the one in Figure 1, but with
the “random” selection mechanism.
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